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Ultra Antistatic Wrist
Strap

Special Price

$2.48 was

$4.95

Product Images

Short Description

Everyone has felt the unpleasant zap of static electricity when walking across a carpet then touching a metal
object. You jerk your hand away in reaction to the unexpected jolt, but don�t give it much thought. However,
if you�re working on a PC, static electricity can be far more dangerous than a little shock. It can actually kill
your computer! If you install a component while static electricity is coursing through your fingertips directly
into your PC, even a little zap that you can�t even feel, can put a fatal charge into your computer.
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Description

Don�t Let Static Kill Your PC! Ultra Anti-Static Wrist Strap

Everyone has felt the unpleasant zap of static electricity when walking across a carpet then touching a metal
object. You jerk your hand away in reaction to the unexpected jolt, but don�t give it much thought. However,
if you�re working on a PC, static electricity can be far more dangerous than a little shock. It can actually kill
your computer! If you install a component while static electricity is coursing through your fingertips directly
into your PC, even a little zap that you can�t even feel, can put a fatal charge into your computer.

Not to worry! Ultra, the world�s leader in computer accessories has created the ultimate antidote to deadly
static electricity. The dandy little anti-static wrist strap stops static electricity dead in its tracks before it can kill
your computer! Ultra�s extra-long, six-foot anti-static wrist strap allows you to move freely. And it�s so
comfortable you�ll barely notice you�re wearing it. One size fits all! Made of washable, scientifically
engineered continuous conductive fiber. The Ultra Anti-Static Wrist Strap � your best antidote to deadly static
electricity!

Additional Information

Brand Ultra Products

SKU ULT31418-D

Weight 0.5000

Tool Type Technicians Tools

Vendor SKU/EAN 022769314181

Special Price $2.48


